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Campus Crumbs

Chapel services at Kenyon will be abolished this quarter, due to the recent damage to the building. This is the first time in the history of the university on the grounds of practicality, the chapel has been suspended due to damage to the building which it is conducted.

—Emory

Students

Mr. C. C. W. Horsky claims to be the largest Women's College in the South and the third largest in the United States. The present enrollment of 1,704 is surpassed only by Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which has 4,614 students, and Smith, where the student lady is 1,876. These figures are based on the report of a study made by Raymond Weiler, dean of Stonehaven College Association.

Colorado claims the largest campus rabbit in America, being called in class. Rates vary with the cost of raising the rabbits and the type of feed furnished. Should a student be called upon to raise, the "company" pays the production—Fremont.

Dr. W. G. W. B. E. H. H. in the South.

The 635 students at North Carolina College, practically 16 per cent of that number or Fall students, numbered several on the streets here recently. The number was: North Carolina, 16; Alabama, 1; Georgia, 1; Texas, 1; South Carolina, 1; Florida, 1; Mississippi, 2; Tennessee, 1; Kentucky, 1; Missouri, 1. The number was: North Carolina, 16; Alabama, 1; Georgia, 1; Texas, 1; South Carolina, 1; Florida, 1; Mississippi, 2; Tennessee, 1; Kentucky, 1; Missouri, 1.

The faculty will meet the next fall. This recent announcement, upon review, revealed that the field of the faculty was greater than in the past. The measures of the courses, who would be able to attend college elsewhere and the colleges assume responsibilities for their own souls. The action is subject to change after the meeting of 1931-32. The Blue Streaking.

P. M. B. C. N. T. in the South.

A college degree has been real- ly worth $12,000 by Dean Everett Land, of Boston University. He claims that increased earning power resulting from high education is responsible for the high figure.

DEAN SCOTT RETURNS FROM DETROIT MEETING

Dean Edwin R. Scott returned to Milledgeville from Detroit on January 27, after being two days longer, which time he attended the 1931 meeting of the American Association of University Women, in Detroit.

Many interesting speakers were heard, in these addresses attended by the meeting, controversies educational problems, standards, standards, and problems of the college. The following word of wide interest was furnished to this writer as an illustrated lecture on his trip to the South Pole. 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE STUDY DECREASES IN SCHOOLS

Bureau of Education Makes Public, Results of Investigations of High School Curriculum

Washington, D. C. — Foreign language study in the American high schools and colleges has decreased, according to the findings of the bureau of education. The trend, and the subject of education, is to adapt the teaching to win immediate practical needs of the profession of the life of the nation, have disturbed the importance of foreign language study.

Many professional schools or courses for specialized training still require a certain number of students as language, no longer engage the interest of the present school system that they did formerly, in spite of the objecting international activities of the nation, according to information made public by the bureau of education.

American isolation from foreign speaking peoples, the practical lack of the public school and university training of the nation, and the general adoption of English as one of the international languages was said to be the cause in part of the shift in emphasis.

Additional information was made public on the status of foreign language study.

The expansion of courses in the American high schools and colleges, according to the report, is the subject, and the trend of educationally to adapt the teaching to win immediate practical needs of the profession of the life of the nation, have disturbed the importance of foreign language study.

Mr. Scott was in attendance at the meeting of the American Association of University Women, in Detroit.

F. L. B. P. in the South.
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FACULTY NOTES

Sociology

Social

Spanish Club

Health Club

Alumnae Association

For The Alumnae

G. S. C. W

The Alumnae Association, as represented by the executive council of the organization, invited the Governor of the State of Georgia to be present at the dedication of the present College building in Columbia, S. C., on April 30th.

The Alumnae, as represented by the executive council, presented the Governor with a testimonial of appreciation, offering to present this building dedication to the Governor.

The Alumnae Association is interested in the progress of the College and its students, and is dedicated to the development of the College and its students.
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Rothschild's
Macon, Ga.

Reduced Prices on Winter
Things—New Spring Things
Arriving Daily.

Give Charlie My Love and
Henry Back—

WOOTEN'S

WOODS PLACE

The Home of Toasted Sandwiches
Try One
Phone 9
We Deliver

The Original "Henry Back"
FRAYLEY'S PHARMACY

HARPER'S SHOE SHOP

Service With A Smile. Work
Nearly Done—
Call 215

If You Don't Like Your Wife's
Cooking, Don't Divorce Her—
Eat With Us and Save Her for
A Pet—
HARRIS HALL'S DRUG STORE

BELL'S

Ladies' Five Shoes for Spring
Doll Kids, Blooms, Bowsers, in
Straps and Pumps, Black Orfords
and Sport Orfords. Smart Styles—
$5.00 and $10.00.
E. E. BELL.

Newman's Millinery
622 Cherry St. Macon, Ga.
Featuring Watteau and Bundeau Styles
In Youthful Hats
$4.95, $5.95, $6.50 to $10

Mr. Robinson Speaks In
Chapel

Last Tuesday held a rare treat for
all those students who possess a
sense of humor and a good chronicle
for those of us who are more or
less serious minded. The highly
delightful and humorous occasion was
a little sketch in choral or a version of
jokes given by Mr. Joseph Robinson,
English Professor at Mercer Uni-
versity. Mr. Robinson entertained
us with jokes about colleges mostly
the being one main interest, sup-

Second Oldest Newspaper in the
UNION-RECORDE.
"Over 100 Years' Devotion to Public
Interest"
R. B. MOORES, Editor

The Union's Ladies New Shoe Salon
PRESENTING, ALL THAT'S NEW
FOR THE NEW SEASON
Includes all the smart
styles in children's shoes
designs—A, wide selection
of comfortable, suitable
and attractive.

The Union's Ladies New Shoe Salon
On Balcony
$5.85 $7.85

THE UNION
Macon's Progressive Department Store
WELCOMES G. S. C. W. STUDENTS
Stop Over! Pay Us a Visit

We know you'll want to shop your "Brown's" for a change while
on your Spring Holidays—So, here's an invite to inspect our—

New Spring Dresses, Coats
And Accessories
to match each new ensemble your may choose—and say—We
have the darlingest Dresses you ever laid your eyes on ranging in
price from—

$7.95 to $25.00

There Moderately Price Dresses
are Clever Styles for The
College Girl.

FOR STREET, SPORTS,
AFTERNOON AND EVENING
Smart! Two-piece Models With
Hip-line Jackets in Prints and
Solid Color Crepe in All The
New Shades.